
of the DAIA to stifle all criticism of the policies of genocide carried out by a foreign power: the
State of Israel. 

To this, I would add your systematic personal accusations of "Anti-Semitism" against me,
over the past seven years which you have published in your official "Annual Reports on
Anti-Semitism" corresponding to the years 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012.

I believe that your attitude only serves to generate confusion on fundamental complex
matters that urgently need to be addressed in a public, open, balanced and honest debate.
...Accordingly, the Second Republic Project is promoting a national, regional and global
debate on Zionism in general, the behaviour of the State of Israel in particular, and the impact
that both have in different countries, particularly Argentina....

Yours faithfully,
 
Adrian Salbuchi
(Argentine ID Card 10369848)
Founder, Proyecto Segunda República
Buenos Aires - Argentina
--

Kevin Boyle:

FROM THE TALMUD: Proof Organized Jewry Hates YOU

".....Christ is in hell drowning in boiling excrement...."

According to the Talmud (Gittin 57a)

Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be boiled in hot excrement in hell.
--BT Erubin 21b.

Mary, the Mother of Jesus, was a prostitute.
--BT Sanhedrin 106b. BT Sanhedrin 67a. Shabbath 104b.

All gentile women without exception are: "Niddah, Shifchah, Goyyah and Zonah" (menstrual
filth, slaves, heathens and prostitutes).
--BT Sanhedrin 81b - 82a.

The New Testament books of the Christians are to be burned whenever possible.
--BT Shabbath 116a.

"The laws (of fairness) mentioned above only apply between two Jewish neighbors. Gentiles
do not necessarily respect these principles and, hence, there is no obligation to show them
such consideration in return." Rabbi Ezra Basri, ibid., vol. 4, chapter 2.

All of the inhabitants of the world are compelled to accept the Noachide laws. If any non-Jew
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does not accept these laws he should be killed.
--Rabbi Moses Maimonides (The "Rambam"), Mishneh Torah: Hilchot Melachim
U'Milchamoteihem ("Laws of Kings and Wars"), Section 8, Halacha 10.

Only Jews are human. Non-Jews are not human.
--BT Bava Metzia 114b. BT Kerithoth 6b and 58a.

Regarding a Jew stealing from a non-Jew, the act is permitted.
-- BT Sanhedrin 57a.

Jews may use lies ("subterfuges") to circumvent a gentile.
--BT Baba Kamma 113a.

If a Jew is tempted to do evil, he should go to a city where he is not known and do the evil
there.--BT Moed Kattan 17a.

One could continue this kind of quotations for a very long time......and they get worse, if
anything, when the Orthodox Jewish 'good book' moves on to sexual matters.  

Do we have a right to object to the blasphemies against Christ and his mother, to the
statement that non-Jews are not even human, to the attacks against gentile women, to the
statements saying that crimes against gentiles are no crimes at all....etc.

Do we not have a right to demand, measured against anti-racism and anti-religious
discrimination laws as they stand, that no school should be allowed to propagate such filth,
that this kind of poison should not be inflicted on innocent young Jewish minds........

That on the basis of the content of this foul book and in respect to UK legislation that:

1) All Yeshivas be forced to close immediately.

2) All Synagogues, being active centres of hate-speech and anti-gentile propaganda, be shut
down immediately until such time as Orthodox Jewry formally recognises non-Jews as being
human and renounces its historic (and clearly ongoing) commitment to the destruction of the
gentile nations.
This is the only logical response to the continued imposition and onslaught of supremacist*
Jewish gibberish against the decent majority population of the UK (and other western
societies) whose tolerance will one day soon surely wear very thin indeed.

*Let anyone who thinks the motive behind the secular, humanist, tolerance, equality agendas
being pressed on all western societies is the desire for equality, tolerance etc......let them
read the complete thread of Jewish variations on a supremacist theme:

The Book of Deuteronomy
The Talmud
The Protocols of Zion
The Communist Manifesto
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The writings of the Frankfurt School of Psychology.
In these writings (of Orthodox Jews to themselves) they make it very plain indeed what they
are really about.

---

Related- 
------------ Jonas Alexas - The Talmud & Jews
-------------Texe Marrs - Psychopaths Show No Remorse
---------------Makow -  The Riddle of Anti Semitism
---------------Louis Marschalko

The World Conquerors: Chapter Sixteen, The Fulfillment of the Protocols and the Farewell Letter of a

Hungarian Martyr (1958)

Adrian Salbuchi adds:

They have truly fouled things up with their two False Flags attacks on the
Israeli Embassy in Buenos Aires (March 1992) and the AMIA/DAIA
buildings (July 1994).  Both were bombed by them and they have failed
dismally in "proving" they were car-bombs allegedly placed by Hezbollah. 
The Embassy bomb they themselves allowed to die down since 1999 and
the AMIA case untenable for them.  I don't know how much you've heard
about this but I wrote an article for VoltaireNet (in the form of a
conversation with Scholars for 911Truth co-founder Jim Fetzer) which you
may want to browse through: http://www.voltairenet.org
/article162474.html.  My lawyer, Juan Labaké, is an absolute expert on the
matter and published a book with loads of proof that Mossad/CIA blew
both buildings up that they had no choice but to just ignore us all.

In short, their Achilles Heel down here is if somebody (me) forces them to
recognize four separate categories: Jews, Judaism, Zionism, Israel.  As
we progress on that, we'll move one to further stages.

First Comment from Mark:

As an ordinary lowly rank-and-file Jew, I'm suffering, and am destined to
suffer still more the same miserable fate at the hands of the occult Satanic
despotism of Organized Jewry as all the rest of the Gentile masses, but
with the double whammy of being set up to take the rap for it by same. 

Yet even so, I can't even utter a defensive word of protest against it
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